
 

 
 
Lille, 20 november 2013 : China Mobile, one of the world’s most important mobile network operator, has 
selected Micropross NFC Forum test tool for compliance testing of NFC enabled devices, before allowing 
them to be sold on the China Mobile point of sales. 

 
NFC (Near Field Communication) is one of the most discussed technology of the moment, because it paves the 
way for new use cases around mobile devices, such as smartphones, or tablet PC. Those use cases include 
payment, exchange of data, and easy synchronization with other hardware such as headsets. The number 
of NFC enabled devices grows on a daily basis, and in order to verify the good interoperability between those 
devices, Micropross has developed a full range of compliance platforms, aiming at payment (EMVCo), 
NFC (NFC Forum) and general contactless (ISO) conformance testing.  

 
China Mobile, in order to ensure the best experience to their users, have the strict policy of submitting all 
devices submitted by their different vendors to a full acceptance round, in their own laboratories. With the 
growing momentum of NFC, it became important for China Mobile to include tests for this technology, and after a 
comprehensive evaluation process, they selected Micropross Contactless Test Station as the tool they 
would use for this purpose.  

 
Philippe Bacle, CEO of Micropross commented : “China is a booming market for Micropross, and I am delighted 
to add China Mobile on our already long list of customers in this country. China Mobile is a worldwide class MNO, 
and we are very proud having been chosen as the reference for any vendor aiming at being present in their 
point of sales”. 

 
The Micropross Contactless Test Station is a unique all-in-one test system, able to perform analog, digital, 
and even higher layers conformance testing, according to all standards that matter (EMVCo, NFC Forum, 
ISO, SWP/HCI…). Some of the decisive factors in China Mobile’s decisions were the fact that Micropross test 
bench is validated by the NFC Forum, its superior level of automation, its ease to operate, and excellent level 
of local technical support that can be provided. 

 

 

http://www.micropross.com/emailing/c.php?ec=2&l=dHl7uYe4gm9k&i=ZGRmlmKZZWdj&t=ZA&e=pqib2pXCmaqocMaVldWho9eozqChkZaj0ZKprg&u=m6iq1GqSYK6qp5OfmcWkptKm1KSmkZaj0ZOlqaaY2MWnYW+WXaagpaeRyKacx6Wqj4jKpKeQhqjF2J6mpWLL1qCg&v=6

